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Designed for your inter-site mail deliveries, the New dispatch bag with expand-
ing Front gusset, known as the NF, is ideal for your large volumes of mail.

Practical, solid and durable, its semi-rigid structure improves 
the appearance of the mail. 

It is quick to position.
Simply push it and it takes up the shape of the box.

NF344424,CI,SR NF364222,CI,SR,DR

Reference: NF + 6 figures (corresponding to the format of 
the box) + Options (Letter codes).

Dimensions: Width (> 30 cm) x Depth x Height. Tolerance 

–10 % of width.

Features:  ● 1 right zip fastener on a front gusset, ● Available options: addressing, security, 

carrying, separation...

Materials: ● Bottom - Top made from 12/10th polypropylene,● Polyester gusset, PVC 

coated on both sides, ● Polyamide front gusset, PVC coated on 1 side, ● Nylon zip fastener.● 

Foam springs..



The New dispatch bag 
with expanding Front gus-

The New dispatch bag with expanding Front gusset (NF) perfectly 
marries the shape of the box, thus optimizing the volume contained. 
The gusset folds easily back inwards. 

It is simple and quick to box. The mail is ventilated directly inside 
the bag: 

  manipulation   productivity 

Closing the NF in 4 steps: 
1- Take hold of the ends of the zip inside the dispatch bag. 
2- Pull in one movement to extract the gusset. 
3- Take hold of the tag and close in a single movement. 
4- Seal and dispatch the bag. 

Thanks to the front gusset, the dispatch bag offers an increased 
volume once closed. The front gusset becomes essential when the 
depth is less than three times the height. 

Security, 4 securing systems: 
OP: Easy to use, it has a deterrent function. 
2O: When closed with a well-tightened sealing tag, it cannot be 
opened. 
SR and SRT: Reliable and easy to use This system is very economical.  
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Increased productivity

Simple and intuitive to use

Maximized volume

Guaranteed security


